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Featured Vendors for The Afterlife. The Healing. The Process.  
 January 29-31, 2021 

 
Melissa Kim Corter melissa@melissacorter.com 
Best-Selling Author | Transformational Coach | Hypnotherapist 
 
What I am offering: 
I will be sharing sacred gifts from my Wild Woman Marketplace, products, and ceremony items 
for connecting to spirit as well as Yoga Nidra Downloadable MP3 tracks. Some items include 
hand crafted sage bundles, candles, jewelry, stones, pendulums, essential oil blends, and 
gorgeous carved wooden grids for abundance and intuitive guidance. Various forms of 
divination, seeing into the spaces that appear empty, when truly they hold wisdom and are ripe 
with potential. 
 
My Bio: 
Melissa Kim Corter is a best-selling author, intuitive coach, and clinical hypnotherapist. She 
helps women overcome money and visibility blocks with evidence-based and spiritual 
approaches. She guides entrepreneurs to manifest increased levels of financial and emotional 
success with her heightened intuition. Melissa mentors entrepreneurs to hone their message 
and gifts, while activating potential. She feels we’re here to live a legacy, not just leave one 
behind. Melissa builds business with magic, ritual, and strategy; weaving joy into the talents our 
souls came to express. She’s the founder of Wild Woman, Inc. a sacred online gathering space 
and marketplace for the woman "who knows her magic" and seeks to celebrate it with other 
conscious, collaborative women. 
 
 
Crystal Davis www.crystalclearyou.com 
Awakened Visionary Business Mentor and Coach  
 
Discover Your Unique Brilliance with Crystal A. Davis—Awakened Visionary Business Mentor 
and Coach—a spiritual teacher, speaker, mentor, and coach that helps Spiritually Conscious 
Entrepreneurs awaken to their Soul’s highest purpose—for More Clients, More Money, and 
More Life. After years of feeling lost and unsure of her place in the world, Crystal left a six-
figure strategic planning job with the FBI and embarked upon a spiritual journey where she 
struggled with networking, marketing, and making money in her business. Now she helps her 
clients complete their Personalized Unique Brilliance Blueprint so that they can Stand Out and 
Shine as the Crystal Clear You to easily attract more clients, more money, and more of the life 
that they love. 
“Be Brilliant. Your Rules. Your Way!” 
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Paula Obeid paula@blissalways.com  
Pure Bliss Always  with Pure at Home Organic essential oils 
 
Organic Intention-Based Aromatherapy {Sprays/Roll-on}: Archangel, Chakra, Smudge and Lunar 
Collections. Pure Bliss Always offers complementary services like Hypnotherapy that can help 
with stress, anxiety, manifestation, and embodying lifestyle choices. 
https://www.pureblissalways.com/ 
 
Pure Bliss Always offers various services so that you can live your optimal life. Holistic Heart-centered 
services like Hypnotherapy and Intuitive Business & Life Coaching that embrace Law of Attraction 
Principles to assist with removing blocks not allowing you to live your best life! Basically, to remind you 
of your TRUTH--YOU ARE LOVE & DESERVE JOY ON YOUR JOURNEY! Create the life you deserve. 
 
Pure at Home offers affordable small-batch essential oil products that are organic or ethically 
wildcrafted essential oil blends diluted in organic moisturizing jojoba oil. Our proprietary blends 
carry a plant’s vibration infused with The Pure Intention Process to assist with mind, body, and 
soul well-being. 
Contact Paula at: Phone number: 480-239-0660 | Email: love@pureblissalways.com or 
paula@blissalways.com 
 
 
Tara Marie Jack   tarajack11@gmail.com 
Intuitive Artist, Magical Crystal Goddess, Thriver, Teacher and Mentor  
 
Tara Marie Jack specializes in creating jewelry design that empowers women. Each design is 
intuitively created. As an Intuitive, her gift allows her to connect with spirit while she creates 
each piece and transcribe the messages that follows so that she that receiver feels those 
messages as they vibrate through their being while being worn.  
 
As a Magical Crystal Goddess, Tara has learned how crystals can heal and transform your life. It 
is through the power of crystal healing that Tara has shifted her traumas and life. Now she is 
dedicated to sharing all the knowledge she has gained working with crystals to help others shift 
and transform theirs. 
 
Now, Tara is dedicated to teaching others how to get to the other side of their traumas and 
learn to live their lives in a Thriver mentality. 
 
Her designs include the highly popular Archangel Line for Internationally Acclaimed Author and 
Speaker, Sunny Dawn Johnston, which recently reached Best-Seller on Daily Om. Her designs hit 
National Television on Lifetime Movie Network’s, Seance with Sunny Dawn Johnston.  Her 
designs were a proud sponsor of the LaFemme Film Festival in Beverly Hills, honoring women of 
film.  Tara is also a featured artist and exclusive designer for Celebrate Your Life Events held by 
Mishka Productions.   
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Tara Marie Jack is dedicated to creating uniquely high vibrational jewelry that has a meaning for 
women to embrace their inner goddess & awaken their awareness to the feeling of their inner 
glamorous truth.  She is also dedicated to creating designs for women to energize their inner 
spirit.  Tara creates each design with intention from the inner messages she receives that 
support purpose in a woman’s life.  All the while, her designs are truly statement 
pieces combining her love of high-quality unique gemstones with the brilliance of Swarovski 
Crystals in every piece.  
You can connect with Tara at www.taramariejack.com 
 
 

http://www.taramariejack.com/

